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Introduction
Founded in 1957, AGF Management Limited1 (AGF) is an independent and globally diverse asset management firm.
AGF brings a disciplined approach to delivering excellence in investment management and to providing an exceptional
client experience.
AGF International Advisors Company Limited (AGFIA) is an investment subsidiary of AGF Management Ltd. and a
provider of long-only equity strategies and other global investment solutions to institutional investors in the United
Kingdom and Europe.
Our commitment to the principles of good stewardship and responsible investment is a positive differentiator for AGF.
We believe integrating Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) issues into our investment decision-making and
ownership practices across platforms will help deliver better investment outcomes to our clients.
When opportunity presents itself, AGF engages in dialogue where we seek to influence the company’s approach on ESG
factors that are material and relevant for each specific circumstance. AGF participates in broader discussions about
standards and best practices in responsible investing. We engage with companies and policy makers on a wide range
of issues to understand better the quality of the businesses that we invest in, and how they are positioned for future
challenges, including their approach to ESG issues.
AGFIA fully supports and is committed to the principles of the U.K. Stewardship Code (the Code).
In this document, we explain our approach to stewardship and provide evidence of our activities. The scope of our
reporting includes all mandates legally contracting with AGF International Advisors Company Limited, the AGF
Management Limited subsidiary regulated for conduct of business rules in the United Kingdom. However, our philosophy,
methodology and broader approach to stewardship may be applicable to other investment subsidiaries of AGF
Management Limited.

Brian Brennan
SVP, Head of International Institutional Sales,
CEO, AGF International Advisors Company Limited

1

	In this document, the term AGF may refer to one or more of the direct and indirect subsidiaries of AGF Management Limited, including AGF International Advisors Company Limited,
or to all of them jointly.
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Purpose & Strategy
PRINCIPLE 1

Purpose, Strategy and Culture
Signatories’ purpose, investment beliefs, strategy, and culture enable stewardship that creates long-term value
for clients and beneficiaries leading to sustainable benefits for the economy, the environment and society.

At AGF, our mission is to bring stability to the world of investing. As an independent and diversified global asset
management firm, AGF brings a disciplined approach to delivering excellence in investment management and to
providing an exceptional client experience. AGF’s suite of investment solutions extends to a wide range of clients, from
individual investors and financial advisors to institutions, including pension plans, corporate plans, sovereign wealth funds,
endowments and foundations.
AGF has fundamental, quantitative, private alternatives and private client investment management businesses.
Being an independent firm has allowed us to make strategic acquisitions that improve our client service experience and
enable us to offer new and innovative products, while enhancing our research capabilities.

Our Culture
At AGF, the most important asset is our people as they play an integral role in our success.
We are committed to being an employer of choice and building a culture focused on transparent communication, collaboration
and teamwork. Together we create an environment that is inclusive, empathic, and rooted in respect by embracing the
strength of diversity and inspiring a sense of pride in our collective accomplishments.
We strongly believe that providing a satisfying human and physical environment increases our ability to serve and support
each other, our clients and our communities.

Our Principles
Our disciplined approach is defined by three principles. Together, they create a disciplined process that is transparent,
repeatable and deeply woven into our DNA – delivering consistent outcomes for our clients, whatever tomorrow may bring.

Shared Intelligence

Measured Approach

Active Accountability

Our teams work together to form a

Our teams diligently apply real-time

Our teams apply consistent

global perspective, while maintaining

research, data and analytics across

processes designed to deliver

the autonomy required to deliver on

everything we do at AGF, minimizing

repeatable results where active

distinct investment philosophies.

drastic changes and protecting long-

management truly equals active

term growth.

expectations.
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At AGF, good stewardship and sustainable investing practices are integrated within our investment management teams.
We believe that integrating consideration of ESG factors into our investment decision-making and ownership practices
will contribute to better investment outcomes for our clients and is an important component of our fiduciary duty as an
asset manager.
These beliefs have been embedded into the three principles of our investment approach:

Shared Intelligence

Measured Approach

Active Accountability

•	At the direction of AGF’s CEO and

•	ESG data is incorporated into

•	AGF adopted Sustainability

CIO as well as The Office of the

investment research templates

Proxy Voting Guidelines across all

CIO, sharing of intelligence related

across investment management

investment mandates to support

to ESG integration has become a

teams.

sustainable business practices and

key mandate of AGF’s investment
management team. All AGF
investment professionals recognize
that effective research, analysis
and evaluation of ESG issues is
a fundamental part of assessing
the value and performance of an
investment, and as such, they share
research, analysis and integration
of these factors across the teams.
•	AGF participates in broader
discussions about standards
and best practices in responsible
investing, collaborating on
research and initiatives with
other institutional investors to
encourage improved transparency
and performance on ESG factors.
•	AGF’s ESG Committee meets

•	Our teams use ESG data “flags”
to identify and potentially mitigate
ESG factors when they become

vote in the best interests of our
clients.
•	Proposals related to ESG issues

material to long-term financial

are considered on a case-by-

performance or risk.

case basis and will generally be

•	Recognizing that the relative
importance of ESG factors varies
across industries, geography

supported if it is expected to
enhance shareholder value.
•	AGF engages in active dialogue

and time, each investment

where we seek to influence a

management team is responsible

company’s approach on ESG

for determining the precise

factors that are material

implementation of ESG integration

and relevant for each specific

within their own processes.

circumstance.

•	Portfolio level ESG risk is

•	AGF Portfolio Managers are

monitored and formally reviewed

required to own 2× their base

quarterly with all Portfolio

salary in AGF mutual funds

Managers, CIO and Risk and

according to AGF’s co-investment

Portfolio Analytics team.

guidelines. Through allocations of

monthly to review responsible
investment matters within AGF.

personal capital our investment
management teams are
demonstrating their commitment
to ESG integration.

Corporate Strategy
For AGF, responsible and sustainable practices are more than simply an approach to investing, this thinking shapes our
organization at all levels. We apply forward-thinking practices related to environmental, social and governance factors in
establishing strategic priorities to benefit all of our stakeholders.
In 2022, Corporate Sustainability has been identified as one of our key strategic priorities in order to further drive ESG
into the heart of our business. As part of this commitment, a multi-year roadmap has been identified with key areas of
focus, including but not limited to:
•	A holistic assessment of firm wide ESG factors and impacts, including oversight structure and integration of ESG
into ongoing business strategy.
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•	Enhancing our corporate sustainability reporting that enables measurement and management of ESG factors while
meeting increasing regulatory requirements.
•	Continuing the integration of stewardship and sustainable investing practices across all aspects of investment
management, including building out our sustainable investment platform to meet growing demand from institutional
investors and retail clients.
Our commitment to responsible and sustainable practices is formalized through the establishment of the AGF
Sustainability Council. The executive-led Council provides oversight of the firm’s policies, programs and related risks
that concern key public policy and corporate sustainability matters. The Sustainability Council has representation from
different areas of the firm, including Investment Management, Legal, Risk, Finance, Investor Relations, Information
Technology, Compliance, Human Resources, Marketing and Facilities.
AGF’s ESG Committee assists the Office of the Chief Investment Officer (OCIO) and the AGF Sustainability Council in
establishing processes for incorporating ESG issues into our investment decisions and assists in monitoring adherence to
stewardship activities as well as portfolio manager engagement of investee companies. In addition, AGF’s Head of ESG
is responsible for working collaboratively with each investment management team to continue AGF’s ESG integration
efforts across the investment platform. These have been formally documented in our Responsible Investment Policy. In
2022, we will be conducting a review of the Responsible Investing Policy to ensure it continues to reflect on our current
approach while further incorporating global best practices.
The AGF Sustainability Council’s focus is at the corporate level, while the ESG Committee is investment management
focused. There are shared members across the two groups to ensure consistency and continuity in ESG implementation.
Please refer to Principle 2 for further details on our governance structure, and Principle 7 for examples of our stewardship
and ESG integration activities.

Serving the Best Interests of Our Clients
As institutional investment managers, we have a responsibility to act in the best interests of our clients and to have robust
policies and procedures designed to best serve our current and future clients.
We reach out to our clients both routinely and at key stages in the relationship to understand their unique requirements.

Onboarding:
AGF has extensive experience managing custom investment mandates and has built a process to identify and address
individual institutional client needs in our onboarding process. When a client is onboarded, their sustainability preferences,
investment guidelines and constraints are discussed and documented. This ensures that expectations are established
in the beginning of a client relationship and AGF is equipped with the correct information to manage the portfolio
with our clients’ interest in mind. In addition, discussions around correspondence, meetings, reporting and other unique
requirements are conducted during the onboarding stage.

Client Meetings:
For our institutional clients, members of the investment team participate in quarterly or annual reviews. Conference calls
with the portfolio managers are also arranged, if long distances prevent visits over and above the annual review. This
allows for scheduled touchpoints between our clients and the professionals that directly manage their portfolios. Examples
of the topics discussed during quarterly client meetings include:
•

Engagement activities that took place over the period

•

Rationale for additions/sells in the portfolio

•

Portfolio positioning
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•

ESG scores for underlying holdings

•

Adherence to any unique requirements of the mandate

Meeting with our clients on a regular basis also gives us the opportunity to review our level of service and ascertain that
we are meeting our clients’ investment objectives. Separately, we have also proactively reached out to garner feedback on
our client’s stewardship priorities, engagement goals, and expectations, which allows for open dialogue and transparency
between AGFIA and our clients.

Community Impact
AGF’s mission to bring stability to the world of investing extends to the communities we work and live in. We have a rich
history of giving back and partnering with organizations that support and align with our pillars of social responsibility:
Education, Diversity & Inclusion, and the Environment.
As an example, in 2021 AGF partnered with Indspire, a national, Indigenous-led organization that invests in the education
of Indigenous people, to launch the AGF Scholarship Fund for Indigenous Students – an investment that created four
$5,500 scholarships annually for Indigenous students who are entering a Business program at a Canadian accredited
college or university.
Members of the AGF leadership team also engage with external organizations to help advance our community initiatives.
Kevin McCredie, AGF’s CEO & CIO, is Co-Chair of the Canadian Chamber of Commerce’s Council for Women’s Advocacy. The
Council is a by-business, for-business advocacy group that focuses on women business leaders, entrepreneurs and employees
from across Canada to bring the voice and perspectives of women to national business policies helping to advance the
gender equality agenda. More recently, the Council has been focused on supporting working women through the pandemic.

PRINCIPLE 2

Governance, Resources and Incentives Support Stewardship
Signatories’ governance, resources and incentives support stewardship.

Governance
For AGF, responsible and sustainable practices are integrated at various levels of the organization.
AGF’s Board is responsible for the stewardship of the Corporation and has been specifically mandated to oversee AGF’s
ESG strategy, either directly or through its board committees. The majority of AGF’s Board and all of the Board committee
members are independent from management. The AGFIA Board are mandated with overseeing the company’s Environmental,
Social and Governance (ESG) practices, monitoring management’s development of such practices either directly or through
the Board committees.
AGF’s Executive Management Team is responsible for the development and execution of AGF’s enterprise-wide strategy,
which includes a specific focus on corporate sustainability and ESG.
Under the guidance of the Executive Management Team, AGF has formalized its mandate to advancing sound, forwardthinking practices related to environmental, social and governance factors in the day-to-day activities of the organization
through the establishment of the AGF Sustainability Council. This includes evaluating global initiatives and agreements
related to ESG and sustainability matters, our corporate social responsibility engagements as well as our own human
capital commitments. The Council is comprised of senior members from across the firm to champion and implement our
sustainability strategy.
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Furthermore, sustainable investing practices are integrated across various aspects of our investment management –
from research to active ownership – with assistance from the ESG Committee and oversight by the Office of the Chief
Investment Officer (OCIO).

Governance and Oversight Structure

Corporate Sustainability Governance
Oversight of AGF’s policies, programs and related risks
that concern key public policy and sustainability matters.

Investment Management Oversight
ESG Committee assists the AGF Sustainability Council
and OCIO on integration of ESG criteria, implementation
of AGF’s Responsible Investment Policy and establishing

Executive
Management
Team

AGF
Sustainability
Council

Office of
the Chief
Investment
Officer

ESG Committee

Head of ESG

Investment
Management
Teams

Dedicated ESG
Resources

Proxy Voting
Committee

processes for stewardship activities.

ESG Implementation
ESG data and risks are incorporated into investment
processes which are monitored and reviewed on an ongoing
basis. Active engagements with investee companies.

AGF Sustainability Council
The AGF Sustainability Council provides oversight of AGF’s policies, programs and related risks that concern key public
policy and sustainability matters, including public issues of significance to AGF and its stakeholders that may affect AGF’s
business, strategy, operations, performance, or reputation.
The Council’s objectives include:
•	Evaluating AGF’s involvement in national and international initiatives or agreements related to ESG and corporate
sustainability matters
•	Identifying ways to engage in corporate social responsibility that creates a positive impact in the communities in
which we operate
•	Retaining the best talent and incorporating diversity and inclusion throughout the organization

ESG Committee
The ESG Committee establishes and reviews the firm’s ESG objectives and assists our investment personnel in meeting
them. Through this oversight, the analysis of material ESG factors is integrated in the investment process across the
investment team.
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The ESG Committee consists of representatives from each investment team and assists the Office of the Chief Investment
Officer and the AGF Sustainability Council with:
•	Incorporating ESG issues into our investment management process
•	Educational training of the investment management team on ESG issues
•	Establishing processes for monitoring portfolio manager engagement of investee companies on sustainability matters
•	Drafting and updating the responsible investment policies and establishing processes to monitor adherence with
such policies

Resources
We believe that our people, including our investment management professionals, are our most important resource.
AGF ensures that all investment management staff have appropriate experience and qualifications.
When acquiring new talent on the investment management teams, we assess the quality of candidates in terms of the
relevance of the skills and experience of AGF employees, the apparent fit of the individual’s profile with the stated strategy
of the company, tenure and diversity, as well as the track record of representing the interests of long-term investors. To
the extent an individual lacks the necessary experience and expertise, managers consider including it as a criterion for
future candidates. Managers are encouraged not to look for a candidate who just possesses one skill set. Rather the goal
is to find a well-rounded candidate who also has a relevant ESG background.
Investment management personnel assessment covers a broad range of ESG risk factors using categorizations based on
their investment experience.

Training
AGF became a SASB Alliance member in 2020 as we believe that capital markets require standardized sustainability
disclosure. This commitment will further assist our investment teams to identify material key issues across their respective
sectors. As part of this commitment, many AGF investment staff have attained, or are pursuing, the Fundamentals
of Sustainability Accounting (“FSA”) Credential. Given the continued increased focus on climate risk, we also have an
investment team that has received the Global Association of Risk Professionals (“GARP”) Sustainability and Climate Risk
Certificate. These accomplishments are a testament of our continued work towards improving our understanding and
expertise within the ESG space.
Since 2019, AGF has conducted engagement specific training sessions to further inform investment team members on
best practices and trends, including further refining the focus on materiality and outcomes, collaborative engagement and
proxy voting.
AGF expanded its ESG capabilities and resources in 2020, which included the hiring of AGF’s Head of ESG. In 2021 ESG
training sessions were conducted across the firm, including to the Executive Management Team and Board of Directors,
to ensure stakeholders across the organization are aware of emerging ESG trends. As an example, these sessions
comprised the TCFD recommendations surrounding climate-related risks, along with regulatory frameworks, including
the European Commissions Sustainable Finance Action Plan. Certain members of the Board of Directors have also
enrolled in senior executive and director focused ESG training, including through Competent Boards. In 2022, through the
inception of dedicated working groups we are committed to furthering our implementation of SASB considerations within
the investment process, exploring forward-looking metrics related to the risks posed from climate change, along with
continuing to expand our stewardship practices.
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ESG Providers
As part of our investment process, we conduct our own ESG analysis to assess material ESG issues and determine areas
of engagement. To support these efforts, we leverage various external research and tools, including parties such as MSCI
ESG Research, Trucost, ISS and Bloomberg. In 2021, following a review of our external ESG research capabilities, we
have committed to meaningfully expanding our research access to include additional areas of focus, including enhanced
forward-looking climate data.

Performance Management
We believe management incentives should be aligned with those of shareholders and should have a considerable longterm element. AGF’s executive pay policies and outcomes are linked closely to long-term strategy, goals, and performance,
including responsible investing for certain members. As of 2022 our full executive management team will have a portion of
their total compensation tied to corporate sustainability.

Executive
Since 2020, a portion of annual incentives for AGF’s CEO & CIO and President, Head of Global Distribution is tied to
sustainability and responsible investing. In 2021, a portion of the annual incentive for AGF’s CEO & CIO was tied to
bolstering ESG capabilities in response to continuing regulatory protocols. As of 2022, all members of the Executive
Management Team have a portion of their annual incentives linked to corporate sustainability in order to further enhance
AGF’s Sustainability program through the integration of ESG into ongoing business strategy and board oversight,
along with furthering integration of stewardship and sustainable investing practices across all aspects of investment
management.

Investment Management
A portion of Associate Portfolio Managers and Investment Analysts’ annual performance incentive is tied to ESG goals
and objectives. These objectives are incorporated in their individual scorecards and assessed at the end of the performance
period. They include the following ESG related financial and risk assessments:
•	Actively monitors and integrates ESG risk assessment into security selection, and identifies opportunities for
ESG engagement
•	Demonstrates an understanding of ESG risk assessment, and actively monitors and integrates ESG risk assessment
into security selection, and identifies opportunities for ESG engagement
•	Reports include where appropriate commentary and assessment of ESG risks
Although our Portfolio Managers’ compensation is not linked directly to ESG goals and objectives, AGF has a strong
sustainable investing practices, principles, and good stewardship that are integrated across our investment processes.
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PRINCIPLE 3

Conflicts of Interest
Signatories’ purpose, investment beliefs, strategy, and culture enable stewardship that creates long-term value
for clients and beneficiaries leading to sustainable benefits for the economy, the environment and society.

Conflicts of Interest Policy
In accordance with the global regulatory standards, AGF has in place steps to identify conflicts of interest, which may
arise between our clients and AGF or between one client and another in the course of providing Investment and Ancillary
Services to a client.
AGF controls conflicts of interest through a range of administrative and organizational processes to maintain logical and
physical segregation by business area, preserve the highest level of confidentiality, restrict information flows and ensure
independence in our activities which are designed to safeguard the interests of our clients.
When providing investment management services, in order to safeguard clients against damage from (potential) conflicts
of interest, AGF is required to:
• Establish, implement and maintain an effective conflicts of interest policy
• Disclose actual or potential conflicts of interest, which are not mitigated, to its clients
• Keep a record of the conflicts
AGF’s Conflicts of Interest Policy is available here.
AGF lists potential areas of conflict that may arise during the normal course of business and outlines how we strive
to mitigate and manage these conflicts. To help prevent conflicts or the appearance of conflicts, AGF employees must
confirm annually that they have complied with the Code of Business Conduct and Ethics (“Code”). The Code addresses
and enforces AGF’s commitment to the maintenance of high standards of conduct and professionalism in all employee
dealings on behalf of AGF.
Policies regarding outside business activities and gifts and entertainment are designed to prevent situations that may give
rise to an actual conflict or the appearance of a conflict with our clients’ interests or have the potential to cause damage
to AGF’s reputation. AGF recognizes that there may be instances where AGF’s interest from a stewardship perspective
may be perceived as conflicting with other interests involving AGF, AGF employees and investee companies. One specific
potential conflict relates our corporate structure. AGFIA is a wholly owned subsidiary of AGF Management Limited, a
publicly listed company whose non-voting class securities are listed on the Toronto Stock Exchange. In order to manage
this conflict and ensure that AGF entities do not act as an advisor in respect of securities of AGF, AGF funds are not
permitted to invest in securities of AGF Management Limited.
In the course of exercising proxy voting authority for AGF’s clients, AGF has identified situations where actual or potential
conflicts may arise, for example, when:
•	Proxy votes for non-routine matters are solicited by an issuer who has a direct institutional account managed or
advised by AGF.
• AGF has business/relationships with:
		 o

Participants in a proxy contest,

		 o

Corporate directors or director candidates, and

		 o

Senior executives of the soliciting issuer.
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•	An AGF employee has a personal interest in the outcome of a particular matter before shareholders (e.g. an immediate
family member serves as a director of the company).
• An AGF employee has a business or personal relationship with:
		 o

Participants in a proxy contest,

		 o

Corporate directors or director candidates, and

		 o

Senior executives of the solictiting issuer.

The Proxy Voting Committee (described below) has been established to consider such conflicted situations and to decide
how to vote the proxy. AGF has established policies and procedures to ensure that personal connections between AGF
employees and an issuer is disclosed and that the AGF employee would not be involved in any related proxy voting or
engagement activities.
Portfolio managers may at times have different immediate interests in the outcome of certain corporate activities. While
AGF has established internal procedures to identify potentially conflicting voting situations, there is no requirement for
individual portfolio managers to vote, or cause to be voted, securities of the same issuer in the same way across multiple
AGF clients. Generally, it is expected that the votes cast by AGF portfolio managers would be consistent with the AGF
Proxy Voting Guidelines, however each portfolio manager will make their final judgment with a view to their fiduciary
obligations to their clients. Where a portfolio manager deems it in the best interest of an AGF Client to deviate from the
AGFI Guidelines, a rationale for the decision will be documented.

Proxy Voting Committee
The Proxy Voting Committee is comprised of designated individuals from each of Legal, Compliance, Investment Operations,
Investment Management, Marketing, a member of the Office of the CIO and a member of the ESG Committee.
In the event of a conflict of interest situation, the Committee meets either on an ad-hoc or regular scheduled basis to
consider the proposed votes in respect of the ballot of the conflicted security. All members of investment management
and executive management are required to semi-annually identify any issuers in which they may be conflicted. If an issuer
is identified as conflicted, all proxy voting activities are directed to the Proxy Voting Committee. When reviewing votes for
conflicted securities, the Proxy Voting Committee considers:
• The nature of the conflict
• Whether any ballot items have a close relationship with the situation giving rise to the conflict
• Whether the proposed vote is consistent with independent recommendation and research
The Committee also convenes to consider situations where AGF portfolio managers have voted inconsistently on the
same ballot and to review published rationales in situations where AGF: (1) votes against the Board; (2) votes against
shareholder resolutions (3) withholds from voting; and (4) does not follow the AGF Proxy Voting Guidelines. During the
annual review of AGF proxy voting records disclosure, the Committee receives the disclosure summary of all voting records
and considers whether rationales are documented, defensible, and appropriate for dissemination.
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PRINCIPLE 4

Promote Well-Functioning Markets
Signatories identify and respond to market-wide and systemic risks to promote a well-functioning
financial system.

Market Risk Research
At AGF, our fundamental investment teams conduct independent research where they, in addition to analyzing a
company’s fundamental factors, evaluate macroeconomic conditions and geopolitics to assess how these can impact
an investee company and the broader economy. To supplement and further support their analysis, we have teams that
specialize in credit, foreign currency and factor analysis.
Sharing of information is paramount to ensuring our teams have a fulsome view for the companies under their coverage.
Routine team meetings, which rotate among the various investment teams, provide a forum to discuss macro-economic
and market events. As part of our ongoing due diligence, we also engage with a broad range of third-party industry
experts and industry consultants. These forums and interactions allow for the identification of market-wide and systemic
risks. In addition, our quantitative research team provides a deep analysis of factors that impact our investments,
including news sentiment analysis of each investee company.
The investment team’s daily morning calls facilities discussion on a broad range of topics, including politics, markets, risk
factors, and significant events, along with an update from AGF’s CIO. On a monthly basis, we host a Macro Meeting
that includes participants from all of AGF’s investment teams where various topics are discussed, including geopolitics,
macroeconomic data and the overall environment, the fixed income markets (including interest rates, credit, currency,
default rates, spreads etc.), equity markets, global trade, market performance and risk factors. We also receive updates
from each of our teams/regions (Global and North American equity teams, Sustainability team, Europe, Global Resources,
and the AGF Asset Allocation Committee). This forum guides our views and helps identify systemic risk factors.
The AGF Asset Allocation Committee (“Committee”) consists of senior investment professionals who provide their
insights and perspectives on global fixed income and equity markets. The Committee formally meets on a quarterly basis
(and more frequently as conditions require), to discuss, analyze and assess the macroeconomic environment and capital
markets to determine optimal asset allocation. Each Committee member provides their outlook for their respective asset
class, including both return drivers and risks to their forecast. The whole investment management team is also surveyed
prior to their quarterly meeting.
We believe integrating ESG into our investment processes and ownership practices helps deliver better investment outcomes.
Our investment teams regularly engage with companies as part of our continuing fundamental research process. We
undertake engagements with companies via email, phone calls, or meetings. We believe that a constructive dialogue can
enhance accountability between stakeholders and improve the risk/return profile of investee companies.
We also believe active engagement, and proxy voting maximizes the value of investments over the long term. Furthermore,
engagement allows us to use ownership rights to create an open dialogue with entities on behalf of our clients.
We maintain regular touchpoints with our investee companies, which may also include on-site company visits where possible.
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Risk Management
AGF has an independent risk management team that oversees all the managed strategies and conducts a quarterly
review of each. During the reviews, areas of focus include performance attribution and risk, peer comparison, portfolio
composition including recent activity, liquidity risk, style analysis, ESG analysis, and portfolio construction. We subscribe
to data and research from MSCI ESG, which is integrated into the quarterly reviews. We also run periodic stress tests to
understand how a sudden change in interest rates or other market events could impact our portfolios.
While the risk function maintains independence from direct investment decisions, the Head of Risk & Portfolio Analytics
sits on the Office of the CIO. The Office of the CIO is a structure that was put in place in 2018. It encourages collaboration
and active accountability across AGF’s investment management teams and the broader organization, capitalizing on the
firm’s depth of talent while driving forward the teamwork that is necessary for the long-term success of its investment
management.
From an investment management perspective, given the challenges companies face, particularly in the early stages of
the pandemic, we contacted various companies to engage and gain insights into the steps they had taken during the
COVID-19 health crisis.
As an example, we were engaging with a pharmaceutical company on executive compensation and its linkage to
sustainability goals. During this discussion, we had inquired if the company would adjust executive compensation to ease
any potential employee layoffs caused by the pandemic.
As part of our broader investment decision-making process, we periodically hold department-wide group meetings to
conduct a deep dive analysis into disruptive forces or other specific issues that could negatively or positively impact various
industry groups or specific companies. As an example, during COVID-19, we had a deep dive into the health care sector and
the implications of a global pandemic. In a subsequent meeting, our sector analysts were tasked with identifying how the
pandemic has specifically impacted their sector, identifying the disruptive forces in play, any potential regional differences,
and shifting to working from home.
We engaged with a U.S. packaged foods company during the pandemic to find out that management was taking care
of employees in terms of PPE, sent employees home who could work from home, and also provided enhanced benefits,
including the extension of sick leave, increased hourly pay and bonuses for frontline workers. Furthermore, the company
made donations within the communities in which they operate, and also redeployed their 3D printers to create masks for
frontline workers and their machines to make sanitizer (despite the fact that the company did not produce sanitizer before
the pandemic).

Climate Change
AGF believes climate change will create risks for the global economy. In response to this growing concern, AGF is a public
supporter of the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD). In order to effectively assess and mitigate
risks going forward, it is imperative that investors gain access to quality, comparable, and forward-looking climate-related
disclosures from corporate issuers. In order to effectively assess future risks, this requires a complete and reliable present
carbon disclosure. As part of this understanding, we engaged on the progress of Scope 3 carbon emission disclosure
of a food company to support its reduction target. Through these discussions, we learned that the company adopted
a reporting standard and tool to better assess its emission-level exposure to suppliers, and in addition the company is
further seeking higher product carbon reduction potential.
In 2021, AGF became a founding participant in Climate Engagement Canada (CEC) – a finance-led initiative that aims
to drive dialogue between the financial community and Canadian corporations to promote a just transition to a net
zero economy. Through this collaborative engagement AGF has committed to lead/co-lead on direct engagements for a
minimum of two companies that are scheduled to formally begin in 2022.
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AGF also joined CDP’s 2021 Science-Based Targets campaign calling on the world’s highest impact companies to set
science-based emissions reduction targets in line with 1.5°C warming scenarios. CDP is a not-for-profit charity that runs
the global disclosure system for investors, companies, cities, states, and regions to manage their environmental impacts.
As part of our continued efforts to increase higher-quality disclosure, AGF is also signatory of Climate Action 100+.
We believe that engaging and working with companies on the need for greater disclosure around climate change risk
will better inform our investment decisions going forward.
Through the coordination efforts of the PRI and Ceres, AGF is the designated co-lead engagement investor. We focus
on the central message that inaction by investee companies may result in investors taking further action. As co-lead
investor, we conduct direct and collaborative investor engagements with companies to improve governance on climate
change, encourage reduction in emissions and improve overall climate-related financial disclosure.
AGF has identified climate change as a systematic risk that could potentially lead to the collapse of financial markets
and we remain focused on addressing climate change to promote a well-functioning financial system.
In December 2017, the Climate Action 100+ was initiated to support the transition to net zero emissions by 2050 or
sooner across 161 companies that were deemed to be systematically important to the transition. AGF has joined over
500 investors to be part of the initiative.
Upon its inception, the initiative was seeking to focus companies towards:
1. Overall improved climate change governance;
2. Committed action on greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions across their value chain;
3. Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD)-aligned reporting
As a co-lead investor to Climate Action 100+ with Cummins Inc., a global industrial engine and power generation systems
manufacturer, in 2021 we continued to engage with the company on its low-emission product development, along with
encouraging decarbonization of their own operations. Cummins has communicated aspirations to reach net zero by 2050.
The company is working with the Science Based Targets initiative (SBTi) and has set near term climate targets.
Our ongoing priorities with the company, including engagements in 2021, encompassed:
• Evaluating its position in offering low-carbon and zero-carbon technology
• Improving transparency in climate lobbying actions and industry association disclosure
•	Commending the company on publishing its TCFD-report while at the same time encouraging enhanced climate
disclosure along with further details on their actions to reach net-zero emissions by 2050
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PRINCIPLE 5

Review and Assurance
Signatories review their policies, assure their processes and assess the effectiveness of their activities.

Responsible Investment Policy
AGF’s Responsible Investment Policy is reviewed at least every two years or more frequently if needed. The ESG
Committee oversees responsible investment matters, including the implementation and review of the Responsible
Investment Policy. In 2022, we will be conducting a review of the Responsible Investing Policy to ensure our continued
incorporation of best practices are formalized.
Investment teams hold quarterly portfolio reviews with the Office of the CIO to assess portfolio level ESG investment
risks. In addition, there is ongoing monitoring of ESG data “flags”, which include monitoring of very severe ESG negativedriven events that could have an impact on future company performance.

Engagement Policy
AGF’s Engagement Policy outlines the firm’s objectives to create an open dialogue with the companies in which AGF
invests. The focus includes long term, financially material ESG issues that through engagement, can be strengthened
and affect companies’ ability to create value.
AGF’s Engagement Policy is designed to guide stewardship and engagement activities for its discretionary investment
strategies with various stakeholders, including companies, suppliers, governments, and government-related agencies.
Through regular engagements, AGF aims to discuss a broad range of matters that include company strategy, financial
and non-financial performance and risk, capital allocation, capital structure, and to enhance issuer behaviour and
disclosures around ESG issues.
AGF monitors investee companies and other issuers using several sources, including financial statements from issuers
and financial platforms such as Bloomberg, regulatory announcements and filings, sell-side research firms and other
third-party research provider.
ESG engagements are documented and tracked to help monitor progress and to follow-up in future engagements.
On an annual basis, AGF reports summary data on its ESG active ownership activities to its clients. In addition, the
Engagement Policy is also reviewed annually and applies to AGF Investments Inc., AGF Investments America Inc.,
and AGFIA.

Corporate-wide Policies
AGF’s Compliance team distributes the firm’s policies and training modules. AGF has corporate-wide and departmentspecific compliance monitoring programs to ensure ongoing compliance with applicable laws and regulations. AGF’s
compliance policies are reviewed and updated on at least an annual basis.
Additionally, on a quarterly basis, the Compliance team generates a governance certification for every account under
management of a portfolio manager, that includes a declaration of compliance with client objectives. Each certification is
signed by the Portfolio Manager and the Chief Compliance Officer.
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Internal Audit
In addition, AGF has an internal audit team (Internal Audit) that reviews the firm’s policies and procedures as part of its
internal audit process, which includes both our Engagement Policy and Responsible Investment Policy.
As part of the annual audit planning process, Internal Audit performs an annual risk assessment of the entire organization
including operational risk and control framework. This risk assessment is updated based on audit results from the past
year, any investigations completed, and through discussions with management. Based on this risk assessment and
considering the last audit date, Internal Audit compiles a list of audits as well as follow up reviews. The annual audit
plan is presented to and approved by the Audit Committee. The audits and reviews assess the design and effectiveness
of key processes and any risk and control areas. In addition, the audit results are also presented on a quarterly basis to
the Audit Committee and are monitored by the Internal Audit team on an ongoing basis. AGF also has an enterprise risk
management program facilitated by Internal Audit that includes an annual risk assessment, risk appetite, establishment
of tolerance levels and action items to mitigate risk. These items are monitored and reported on a quarterly basis to the
Board of Directors.
In 2021, Internal Audit completed an audit of our Corporate Governance program, which included Board charters and
mandates. As well, an Investment Operations audit included proxy voting in the scope. In 2022, Internal Audit will be
performing an audit surrounding the internal processes related to the UK Stewardship Code. Additionally, processes
around ESG will be captured in their audit of Investment Management.
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Investment Approach
PRINCIPLE 6

Client and Beneficiary Needs
Signatories take account of client and beneficiary needs and communicate the activities and outcomes of their
stewardship and investment to them.

AGF has a broad range of clients that span geographies, asset classes and investment styles. Below is the breakdown of
AGF Management Limited’s AUM by asset class.

AGF Client Breakdown by Asset Class
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15%

5%
10%
Alternative
Balanced/Asset Allocation
Equity
Fixed Income
Money Market

69%

Source: AGF Investments as of December 31, 2021. Assets represent assets under management by AGF’s investment management subsidiaries and fee-earning assets.
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AGF’s experience in managing assets for investors across different international jurisdictions extends back many decades,
including clients in Canada, United States, United Kingdom, Europe, Asia and Australia. AGFIA currently manages assets
on behalf of institutional clients only, and these clients are primarily located in the UK, Europe and Australia. AGFIA’s client
portfolios are equities focused. The map below details the countries in which our clients invest.

AGFIA AUM by MSCI Country Inference

1%
1%

19%
24%
8%

3%

3%

0%

Country Allocation 0% — 24%
Source: AGF Investments as of December 31, 2021 for AGF International Advisors Company Limited.

Client Needs
AGF seeks to provide both investment and client service excellence to our investors. In doing so, we are driven by a clientfocused, collaborative culture. We work closely with clients to determine suitable exclusionary and/or other specific
guidelines that best meet the needs of each account.
Clients differ widely in their ethical beliefs and how they want to impart these views through their investments. Client
beliefs on these matters may differ by geography, by client type and to the extent to which responsible investing is
embedded within their organization. Thus, we believe that the ultimate decision is best driven by our clients.
We regularly engage with our institutional client base to determine any requested exclusion lists or other specific
guidelines that can evolve over time. As an example, we were requested by one of our clients to perform Islamic-based
screening, including social-based exclusions within their portfolio. We discussed their views on several occasions, provided
our recommendations and modified different screening requirements. For our clients, we are periodically notified about
their ESG exclusions, which we discuss if there are any issues.
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Below are examples of the unique needs of AGF’s clients:
Institutional Client

Client Needs

AGF’s Approach

Australian
Investment Fund

Faith-based restrictions that exclude companies
with non-permissible activities and financial criteria
above certain thresholds.

AGF conducts negative screens based on an
internally developed methodology to suit the
client’s unique needs. AGF also provides an “income
purification” analysis, facilitating the client’s
practice to donate income earned from any business
activities that are non-permissible according to the
religious guidelines.

European
Investment Fund

ESG restrictions: the investment universe is limited
to companies that are “Investable” as specified by
the client’s ESG provider. A maximum 5% allocation
is allowed to companies deemed “Not Investable”.

AGF manages the client’s portfolio in accordance
with the client specific ESG guidelines and provides
a documented rationale in the event a “Not
Investable” name is included in the portfolio (below
5% weight). AGF is also obligated to put in place a
clear engagement strategy for all ‘Not Investable’
securities.

Consistent with our client’s general long-term approach of 3-5 years, we invest with a long-term investment horizon,
targeting low turnover and an active approach to engagement with our holdings. Our annual turnover in the portfolio
has historically been in the 15-30% range. Some stocks are held for a longer period to allow for the thesis to unfold.
Thus, we take a balanced approach by integrating both short and long term ESG issues into our fundamental research
and valuations.
As part of evaluating risks beyond our general investment time horizon, and consistent with our support of the TCFD,
we are furthering our implementation of the recommendations and refining our approach to considering systemic climate
risk issues, such as physical and transition risk.

Client Communication
AGF communicates the activities and outcomes of stewardship and investment to clients through routine reporting,
conference calls and in-person meetings. Our reports may include ESG engagements, proxy voting records, and
compliance certificates that attest to our adherence to investment guidelines over a specified period. In addition to
these reports, we communicate:
• Selected voting and engagement highlights
• Macroeconomic commentary
• Thought leadership pieces on stewardship and responsible investing
We provide monthly and quarterly information reports for institutional clients. For a specific client, commentaries include
engagements we have had on select companies, including those that are deemed as being non-investable in certain
strategies, and why we still own the stock from an ESG perspective. We also communicate with clients on a quarterly
basis during review calls where we discuss portfolio ESG issues – both risks and opportunities – and engagements.
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Throughout our report, we highlight examples of our active engagement approach. Below is a brief example of the ESG
engagement activities that we disclose to clients:
Engagement

Engagement Comments

Company A

We engaged with a U.S. telecommunication services company on a broad range of ESG issues. From
an energy management perspective, half of the company’s current energy consumption is sourced from
renewables, mainly wind and solar. Although they have indicated a desire to increase this percentage even
further over time, we encouraged them to set an actual quantitative targe. Setting a target is considered
best practice and has been adopted by their ESG peers in Europe.

United States
Environmental, Social,
Governance

As the company has continued to invest in cyber security, we engaged on data privacy, security, monitoring
and their policy around data breaches. We also discussed the company’s rating by third-party rating
agencies. We encouraged management to maintain their ongoing discussions with these third-party ESG
rating agencies to better communicate their ongoing progress on the company’s sustainability initiatives.
Finally, we engaged on executive compensation linked to ESG. Management indicated that there ESGrelated goals are public and embedded within executive compensation, including improvements in diversity
and culture, and carbon emissions.
Company B

We engaged the management of a U.S. life insurance company on social and governance issues.

United States

We discussed employee turnover, as we noticed a higher level of turnover more recently. Management noted
that the higher level of turnover resulted from the increase in the minimum wage, from $15 to $20/hr, which
is common across many organizations.

Social, Governance

We discussed diversity on the Board of Directors, in terms of gender, tenure, age and skillsets. Management
stated that the Board is comfortable with its current composition, but would like to improve diversity as
current Board members retire.
We discussed executive compensation. Management confirmed there are sustainability KPIs embedded
within the performance for individual executives at the senior level, though it is not publicly disclosed. We
encouraged management to disclose the information in the future to help improve transparency as it would
be helpful for investors and other stakeholders.

In addition, members of our investment teams participate actively through webinars and ESG-focused conferences to
further educate our clients on our stewardship and investment activities, along with advancing their overall knowledge
on various ESG issues.
AGF is committed to providing clients and interested parties with an in-depth view of our stewardship approach.
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ESG Scores
AGF provides clients with insights into their portfolios’ ESG rating relative to the prescribed benchmark. AGF leverages
proprietary data from MSCI to give insights into the measure of the portfolio’s resilience to long-term, industry-relative
and material ESG risks.
Below is an example of ESG ratings that we track and provide to clients on a quarterly basis.

ESG Ratings
30%

25%

20%

15%

10%

5%

0%
AAA

AA

Example AGF Portfolio

A

BBB

BB

B

CCC

N/A

Cash

Benchmark

Source: AGF as of March 2021.

Client Feedback:
We reached out to all AGFIA clients during the reporting period and sought feedback on their stewardship priorities,
engagement goals, and expectations. We believe that a formal and scheduled touchpoint provides the opportunity
for AGFIA to continually align our stewardship approach with the unique needs of our clients. In addition, we discuss
stewardship, ESG issues and engagements and firm initiatives during our quarterly client reviews. This allows for open
dialogue and transparency between AGFIA and our clients.
We evaluate the effectiveness of our approach on an annual basis. This evaluation includes assessing client response rates
and determining if greater engagement can be achieved through different approaches. For example, we have proposed
ESG-focused meetings in addition to our regular quarterly review cycle and considered a communication plan to keep our
clients abreast of AGF’s initiatives.
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PRINCIPLE 7

Stewardship, Investment and ESG Integration
Signatories systematically integrate stewardship and investment, including material environmental, social and
governance issues, and climate change, to fulfil their responsibilities.

Incorporation of ESG into Investment Process
AGF believes that considering ESG factors may uncover investment opportunities and reduce risk in the portfolio.
ESG factors can offer valuable and underutilized insights into a company’s culture, operational excellence, reputation,
and regulatory risks.
Depending on the industry and company, ESG issues may be critical to future shareholder return. If we identify as
part of our analysis that an ESG factor will have a material financial impact on the company’s future return, it can be
incorporated in our financial analysis. For some investment strategies, we will identify and assess financially material ESG
factors as part of our fundamental analysis by adjusting the discount rate in our DCF analysis and/or target multiples
to reflect the appropriate ESG considerations. When ESG factors and explanations fall short due to lack of disclosure,
direct company engagement is critical to our analysis to better understand ESG exposures, their potential impact on the
valuation and on our proxy voting decisions. We seek to understand all ESG risks - risks that companies are exposed to and
risks that are created by company operations. To ensure our understanding of these risks, company-level disclosure and
engagement are paramount.
An example of the above is when we performed fundamental research on a renewable energy technology company.
As part of our analysis, we determined that there were relevant disclosures that were lacking. Therefore, as part of our
engagement we requested these specific ESG disclosures from management. The company subsequently responded
positively and later published its first ESG report in 2021, covering their ESG policies and initiatives.
AGF’s ESG integration approach differs across sectors and industries. For example, to help determine materiality,
investment teams use the industry-specific SASB standards, in addition to the deep experience and knowledge of our
analysts. The integration of stewardship and investment is relatively consistent across strategies. What differs, however,
is the interests and demands of AGFIA’s clients across regions, with European clients tending to have higher interest and
more knowledge across ESG issues due to the further advanced stage of many ESG regulations in the region.
In our discussions with management, we will raise ESG factors to gain a better understanding of a company’s
sustainability policies and management systems. These discussions are documented on AGF’s internal database.
We engaged with a mining company on its water use, government relations, and lifecycle impact given their operations are
in a high-water risk region. As the company supplies key materials to the production of electric vehicles the demand is set
to increase in future years. We requested the company consider meaningful water targets, such as context-based, along
with relevant disclosures. The company responded with improved disclosure, including freshwater usage targets.
On another occasion, and to better understand an investee company’s supply chain risk, we engaged with an advanced
materials provider to assess their sourcing practices. The company shared that they conducted audits on most of its
supply chain and explained the rationale to continue to exclude all types of artisanal and small-scale mining based on their
risk assessment.
AGF also addresses ESG concerns through active ownership and engagement. We have an active ESG Committee with
several members who report to AGF’s Chief Investment Officer. The ESG Committee reviews the implementation of the
AGF Responsible Investment Policy within the strategies.
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During the pandemic, we engaged management of several companies to understand the steps that were taken to manage
human capital, such as proactively supporting employees through paid vacations, additional sick leaves etc. One company,
an integrated solid waste management services company, advised us that an additional $20 million of labor costs was
incurred after introducing full time pay for 12 weeks for employees who were quarantined or sick. Another example, a
medical device maker decided not to cut sales incentives for its marketing staff as these employees would lose access to
clients during the lockdowns.
We are focused on how companies are integrating climate issues into their business decisions and who is accountable. We
may ask how companies intend to integrate the Governance and Strategy pillars of the TCFD in their business decisions.
As part of our continued focus, in 2021 AGF participated in the CDP Science-Based Targets Campaign to support sciencebased climate targets and 1.5°C aligned action from high-impact companies.
Stewardship activities, including engagement and proxy voting, are key components of the fundamental research process,
and can help support decisions to acquire, maintain or divest from investments. One example is an investment we wanted
to make in a U.S. life insurance company. The high-quality company had strong fundamentals – a solid management
team with a strong competitive advantage. However, while we were conducting our fundamental research, an article
was released that questioned the company’s sales and management practices, which caught investors by surprise. We
flew to the company’s headquarters and spoke directly with the CEO regarding the issue. Management took this issue
very seriously. While we were generally comfortable with the steps the company had taken to ensure these practices and
behaviours would not be continued, we were still somewhat concerned about the potential for further headline risk, which
could further weigh on the stock price. We evaluated the situation and saw it as an ESG opportunity rather than an ESG
risk, believing it was transitory in nature (which it turned out to be) and given the company’s strong fundamentals. We
incorporated the potential for further risk in our valuation and took the opportunity to invest in the stock when the share
price was modestly lower as a result of the news. The stock subsequently performed strongly, outperforming the Financials
sector and other life insurance peers.
In addition, along with conducting ongoing monitoring of ESG data changes through quarterly portfolio reviews with the
CIO, our investment teams discuss portfolio level ESG investment risks. As the consideration of material ESG factors is
an area of importance for AGF, we continue to refine our process as we seek to further operationalize our stewardship
approach across all strategies over time.

PRINCIPLE 8

Monitoring Managers and Services Providers
Signatories monitor and hold to account managers and/or service providers.

Certain functions are subdelegated within the AGF Group of Companies, and some resources are shared across all
affiliated entities. AGF monitors these service providers (which includes the AGF affiliates) to ensure services are delivered
to meet the company’s needs. The firm has developed and implemented a Third-Party/Vendor Risk Management program
to monitor and evaluate the performance of third-party providers.
The program ensures that third-party service providers:
•	Use and maintain appropriate information security controls in order to comply with AGF’s Corporate Information
Security Policy
• Have Business Continuity Plan/Disaster Recovery components
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• Undergo routine reviews
• Complete various documentation including SOC control reports, assessment reports and questionnaires
A Third-Party Risk/Tier Assessment is conducted annually to ensure the most strategic vendors, suppliers and outsourced
services are actively and consistently managed and receive the appropriate amount of due diligence throughout the thirdparty relationship lifecycle. AGF’s Third Party Risk Management team provides our feedback to the appropriate vendor
relationship manager and this feedback is tracked in our SOC Assessment report. If necessary, follow-up calls our held
with the vendor to clarify their responses.
The firm’s proxy voting consolidator and ESG research providers are included in this process.
As part of our investment ESG due diligence we may leverage third party ESG providers. As an example, we subscribe
to MSCI ESG Research, which provides our investment teams with overall company ESG ratings, along with access to
underlying key ESG issue metrics and data. As the ESG industry evolves, along with the availability of more refined
data and analysis, we are continuously reviewing our ESG research needs. We evaluate various ESG providers to further
our understanding of evolving best practices and data. This due diligence process may consider an individual research
providers’ unique methodology, both internal and external datasets used, how materiality or exposure is assessed, analyst
expertise, coverage, along with their quality assurance process.
As part of our ongoing efforts to improve our monitoring process AGF is currently enhancing various components of
our Third-Party/Vendor Risk Management program, including such as formally incorporating ESG into the Third-Party
Questionnaire and Assessment to validate and monitor third-party support of organizational strategic priorities.
Through our engagements, we have found inconsistencies at times with a company’s ESG data and policies reported by
external ESG ratings providers. In these instances, and as part of our ongoing monitoring, we have encouraged companies
to engage regularly with ESG ratings providers to ensure accuracy of the information that is used to produce the
company’s ESG rating. As an example, we encouraged a financial services company to work with third-party ESG rating
agencies to improve their rating. They communicated through our engagements that they are working with external rating
agencies to correct inconsistencies and misinformation.
As part of our ongoing engagement with another financial services portfolio company, we asked if they would incorporate
additional ESG issues into their credit research, particularly following their acquisition of an ESG-ratings provider. We were
pleased to learn that more climate-related risk data and analytics were included in their research and ratings process.
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Engagement
PRINCIPLE 9

Engagement
Signatories engage with issuers to maintain or enhance the value of assets.

AGF believes that integrating ESG issues into the investment management process has the potential to result in betterinformed investment decisions. Engagement also provides the opportunity to create an open dialogue with the companies
in which AGF invests. Further we believe that, in addition to our regular engagement with investee companies, our ESG
engagement can have a positive impact on investment results and on society.
For further clarity, our Engagement Policy also addresses other important topics for engagement, including executive and
board-level changes and compensation drivers, reporting and disclosure, proxy proposals, and other issues that can pose
risks to the medium and long-term financial performance. Engagement with government, government-related and nongovernmental agencies, policy strategists and other external research providers can add value to the engagement process
that can potentially impact investment decisions.
Our approach is outlined in the AGF Engagement Policy.

Engagement Objectives
AGF’s engagement objectives include a desire to deepen our understanding of the ESG issues that underpin a company’s
strategy or valuation, and to provide the opportunity for companies to better understand our investment process and
objectives. Our engagement objectives are intended to add value for a broad set of investment portfolios and stakeholders.
AGF believes that companies that have strong ESG policies in place or are committed to improving them, are more
likely to act in the best interest of all their stakeholders and are better positioned to deal with a variety of issues, such
as non-financial risks and changing regulation. The focus is on long-term, financially material ESG issues that through
engagement, can be addressed and affect companies’ abilities to create value.

AGF’s Approach
AGF focuses its engagement activities to include key ESG issues that are potentially material to a company’s risk/
reward profile, considering the significance of an investment and the expected contribution to long-term value creation
from successful engagements. We view ESG as a long-term driver of change in markets, countries and companies, which
impacts future performance. Individual companies and industries differ in their business practices and how they deal with
different problems. Therefore, we focus on the most financially material issues that a company must address.
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Key ESG Focuses
To help determine materiality, we use the industry-specific SASB standards, paired with the deep experience
and knowledge of our analysts who may include other company-specific material ESG issues.

Environmental

Social

Governance

We engage with companies on

We engage with companies on social

We engage with companies to

environmental issues that are

issues that are financially material

understand how they are managing

financially material to their

and those that may have a positive

their governance issues and ensure

business activities, including

impact on society over time.

we convey best practices in an effort

how operations are impacted by

We seek to understand how a

to seek improvement, as strong

the environment and how the
environment is impacted by their
operations. Areas of focus may
include climate risk strategy, carbon
emission management, life cycle
analysis, water management,
waste reduction and biodiversity.
Risk mitigation is also important
for companies to prevent, prepare
and manage unforeseen accidents
regarding environmental damage
caused by a company’s operations,
which can have detrimental
operational and reputational
impact.

company is managing their social
issues with all relevant stakeholders,
which may include maintaining
and improving its human capital
management practices, including
labour, human rights and health
and safety policies, which if left

corporate governance can enhance
the stability and performance of
a company and support its longterm strategy. Thus, we focus on
important issues such as board
accountability and quality, including
board diversity.

unmanaged could potentially lead

Other areas of engagement may

to increased turnover, workplace

include whether board members

injuries, costly litigation and

have relevant and diverse industry

reputational damage.

experience and the appropriate

Supply chain management is also

supervisory skills required for a

critical as a company’s policies can
extend to its suppliers who may
not have the same policies in place,
particularly if they are in regions
or countries where local laws and
policies are less stringent.

board to be successful. We may
also engage on a company’s
corporate culture, its policies for
risk management and oversight and
executive pay, audit processes, and
corporate disclosures.

Types of Engagement
Both the management and Board of an investee company are accountable for the company’s long-term strategy and
management of ESG issues. AGF’s investment management teams interact with the company’s management or Board
as part of our fundamental research process. We undertake multiple interactions with a company via in-person meetings,
email or telephone. As part of the changing work landscape during the pandemic, many meetings have taken place
virtually. We have also observed an increasing trend towards companies offering ESG focused virtual events outlining the
company’s sustainability practices. These interactions provide our analysts and portfolio managers with insight into the
management quality, business drivers and company strategy.
We will continue to prioritize direct engagement with our investee companies as we believe this may lead to an enhanced
understanding of the company’s culture, the way it operates, and its relations with its stakeholders. As we continuously
seek to refine and expand on our stewardship practices, we believe that engaging collaboratively with like-minded investors
on certain ESG issues can sometimes lead to higher rates of success on certain outcomes.
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PRINCIPLE 10

Collaboration
Signatories participate in collaborative engagement to influence issuers.

Collective Engagement Approach
AGF combines individual and collaborative engagement efforts to achieve the best possible engagement result. AGF
recognizes that collaborative engagement opportunities alongside other institutional investors can be an effective way of
promoting industry standards and best practices.
AGF is an active member of several collaborative engagement initiatives, including:
•	
Principle for Responsible Investment (PRI): AGF became a PRI signatory in 2015. When opportunity presents itself,
AGF engages in dialogue where we seek to influence the company’s approach on ESG factors that are material and
relevant for each specific circumstance.
OUTCOME: Since becoming a signatory in 2015, AGF has participated in formal PRI assessments of our
responsible investing activities. In 2021, the PRI has piloted a new reporting framework to better capture the
responsible investment activities of their signatories. This new launch has proven challenging for the PRI, which
has delayed the releasing of our 2020 transparency and assessment reports to the summer of 2022. As the
PRI have announced a delay for the next reporting period until 2023, the PRI has taken this reporting gap year
to undertake deeper engagements with their signatories on reporting practices and potential barriers. In 2022
we will be actively participating in PRI facilitated discussion sessions to share and learn best practices across
responsible investment activities from our peers.
•	
Responsible Investment Association (RIA): AGF Investments Inc. is a sustaining member of the RIA, Canada’s
membership association for Responsible Investment. RIA Members include asset managers, asset owners, advisors,
and service providers who believe incorporating environmental, social and governance factors into investment decisions
can provide superior risk-adjusted returns and positive societal impact. AGF is also an active member of the RIA Policy
Stewardship Group, has a seat on the on the Board’s Executive Committee and RIA Leadership Council, and regularly
contributed to their education programs.
		As part of our focus on diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI), AGF, alongside institutional investors managing more than
$2.3 trillion in assets, signed the new Canadian Investor Statement on Diversity & Inclusion, an initiative coordinated
by the Responsible Investment Association (RIA). Signatories to the statement acknowledge the existence of systemic
racism and its impacts on Black and Indigenous communities and People of Colour, while further acknowledging
the existence of inequities and discrimination based on other factors including, but not limited to, gender, sexual
orientation, age, disability, religion, culture and socio-economic status.
OUTCOME: As part of our commitment to furthering education on responsible investing, AGF annually sponsors
the RIA Investor Opinion Survey which examines Canadian investors’ attitudes toward various responsible
investing themes and topics. In addition, as a member firm AGF has provided input and guidance on several
regulatory comment letters submitted by RIA, including to the MFDA on Proposed Amendments to MFDA
Staff Notice MSN-0069 (Suitability) and to IIROC on Proposed Guidance on Know-your-client and Suitability
Determination. Through our Board seat we were also actively involved in the CEO search for RIA in 2021.
As a signatory of the Canadian Investor Statement on Diversity & Inclusion, we have committed to taking steps
to integrate DEI into our investment processes, take concrete steps to strengthen DEI practices within our own
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firm, report on our efforts to promote DEI and collectively state that we expect Canadian public companies to
aim for the adoption of policies, targets and timelines to improve diversity on boards and in senior management.
As a result, we have developed a multi-year plan to accelerate DEI initiatives at AGF that will continue to
strengthen the fabric of our corporate culture and our collective employee experience. In 2021, we launched a
DEI Committee, comprised of employees in all levels from across the organization with AGF’s CEO, as the
Executive Sponsor.
•	
Climate Engagement Canada (CEC): In 2021, AGF became a founding participant in CEC – a finance-led initiative that
aims to drive dialogue between the financial community and Canadian corporations to promote a just transition to a
net zero economy. The CEC is led by several investor networks including the RIA, Shareholder Association for Research
and Education, Ceres and PRI.
OUTCOME: Through this collaborative engagement AGF has committed to lead/co-lead on direct engagements
for a minimum of two companies that are scheduled to formally begin in 2022.
•	
Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) Signatory: AGF is a signatory of CDP, a not-for-profit charity that runs the global
disclosure system for investors, companies, cities, states and regions to manage their environmental impacts. CDP is
committed to a thriving economy that works for both people and the planet long term.
OUTCOME: Even as more companies are disclosing their environmental data through the CDP, we encourage
stronger disclosure of emissions level data, including scope 3 emissions. Given systemic climate risk, in 2021
AGF joined CDP’s 2021 Science-Based Targets campaign calling on the world’s highest impact companies to set
science-based emissions reduction targets in line with 1.5°C warming scenarios.
•	
30% Club: As a member of the 30% Club Canada, AGF achieved near gender parity – with seven men and three
women – in the Boardroom. The 30% Club encourages and supports companies to appoint more women at board
level as well as senior management levels.
OUTCOME: In aggregate, Canadian issuers listed on the S&P/TSX Composite Index have responded to investors
engagement efforts by now exceeding the 30% bar for gender diversity on boards. Future engagements by the
group will be focused on furthering the 30% threshold at the individual company level, along with encouraging
broader diversity beyond gender.
•	
Ceres Investor Network on Climate Risk (INCR): As a member of The Ceres Investor Network on Climate Risk and
Sustainability, AGF engages and collaborates on environmental, social and governance issues to advance leading
investment practices, corporate engagement strategies and policy solutions.
OUTCOME: Through our participation in both the Climate Action 100+ and Ceres Paris Aligned Investment
Working Group, we are engaging in ongoing dialogue with both investors and companies. Specifically, as a
co-lead investor to Climate Action 100+, we have witnessed improvement with the company as they are working
with the Science Based Targets initiative (SBTi) and have set near term climate targets.
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•	
CSA Group is a global organization focused on Standards Development and in Testing, Inspection, and Certification.
AGF has a member sitting as Vice Chair in the CSA Technical Committee on Sustainable Finance, which is developing
a taxonomy around Transition Financing
OUTCOME: In 2021 the Technical Committee has strived to achieve consensus on those activities which can be
considered as meeting expectations of ‘transition’ within Canada. By nature of the Canadian economy the valueadd is viewed as providing guidance for the resource sectors in particular. Arriving at a consensus on whether new
oil and gas development should be considered under a transition framework has been a challenge, particularly
given global supply issues. In 2022, an expectation of the findings of this Technical Committee will be published to
build upon in future years.
AGF has also led engagement with investment bodies to address ESG issues in its program and continues to lead
collective awareness and education programs on key strategic ESG issues. In 2021, we contributed to several comment
letters through our active participation in industry groups, including through the Investment Funds Institute of Canada
and Portfolio Management Association of Canada.

PRINCIPLE 11

Escalation
Signatories escalate stewardship activities to influence issuers.

AGF strives to continuously engage with companies where there are ESG concerns, with the understanding that this
process can occur over many years.
A lack of responsiveness by a company can be addressed by seeking collaborative engagement, sharing written concerns,
and can lead to adverse proxy voting instructions on related agenda items at shareholder meetings. Divestment can be a
last resort if a company does not improve its ESG profile after ongoing engagement.
Issues are selected and prioritized according to firm-level sustainability topics set by AGF’s Sustainability Council, including
gender and climate issues, and integrated with individual investment team topics and objectives. Engagement issues also
differ by industry. For example, Utilities, Energy and Materials, tend to have higher greenhouse gas emissions, and thus,
climate issues will often be prioritized. Objectives are set by each investment team and analyst, which form a basis for
engagement, monitoring, follow-up and escalation. Apart from set objectives, companies’ performance is monitored on an
on-going basis against acceptable company policy, sustainability targets, industry practices and international standards.
When voting proxies, and specifically when voting against management on certain issues such as gender diversity, our
approach is to engage with management first to understand the context behind the company’s stance. For example, on
several occasions, we set up meetings with management prior to the proxy vote to engage on the company’s diversity
policies. We made our intensions clear to hire more females and have a broader, and more diverse Board of Directors and
senior management team, and that we intended to vote against management if the improvement in diversity was not
satisfactory over a reasonable period. Escalation on various issues can differ by geography. One example is diversity issues.
From our experience, we have found companies in the emerging markets tend to lag companies in developed markets
regarding diversity issues. When we have escalated diversity issues in the past, companies tended to be domiciled in Asia.
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Exercising Rights and Responsibilities
PRINCIPLE 12

Exercise Rights and Responsibilities
Signatories must actively exercise their rights and responsibilities.

As an asset manager, AGF has an obligation to act in the best interests of the accounts that it manages, including
segregated client accounts and investment funds. This obligation includes exercising the voting rights attached to
securities in the portfolio of each client account. As such, AGF will exercise the voting rights of the clients in the best
interests of the portfolio and with a view to maximizing positive economic effect of shareholder value.
AGF believes responsible corporate governance, social and environmental practices may have a significant effect on the
value of the company and, as such, has incorporated these principles into the proxy voting analysis.

Proxy Voting Committee
The Proxy Voting Committee is comprised of designated individuals from each of Legal, Compliance, Investment Operations,
Investment Management, Marketing, a member of the Office of the CIO, and a member of the ESG Committee.
The Proxy Voting Committee convenes on an ad hoc basis consider the proposed votes in respect of the ballot of a conflicted
security. The Proxy Voting Committee also convened quarterly to consider situations where AGF portfolio managers have
voted inconsistently on the same ballot and annually to review published rationales in situations where AGF: (1) votes
against the Board; (2) votes against shareholder resolutions (3) withholds from voting; and (4) does not follow the AGFI
Proxy Voting Guidelines.

Monitoring of Voting Rights
AGF performs daily reconciliations to compare custodial positions against the number of ballots recorded by ISS. All
discrepancies are immediately investigated and rectified. AGF has processes in place to ensure that it is notified if a
meeting requires a manual election or a meeting remains unvoted by the cut-off date.

Proxy Voting Policy
It is AGF’s policy to exercise the voting rights in the best interest of our clients to maximize positive economic effect on
shareholder value. AGF believes responsible corporate governance, social and environmental practices may have a significant
effect on the value of the company and, as such, has incorporated these principles into the proxy voting analysis. Responsibility
for proxy voting has been delegated to the portfolio manager, and each is required to vote in a manner consistent with AGF’s
Proxy Voting Policy. The intention of AGF’s Proxy Voting Policy is to provide a framework for each portfolio manager to ensure
a disciplined and consistent approach to voting and not to dictate precisely how each ballot item must be voted in every
circumstance. Where not specifically addressed in AGF’s Proxy Voting Policy, the portfolio manager shall vote the securities at
its discretion in the best interest of clients, with an aim to maximize positive economic shareholder value.

Proxy Voting Guidelines
AGF has retained Institutional Shareholder Services (“ISS”) to provide in-depth research, voting recommendations, vote
execution, recordkeeping, and reporting. ISS offers proxy voting solutions to institutional clients globally. AGF has elected
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to follow the ISS Sustainability Proxy Voting Guidelines (the “Sustainability Guidelines”), because AGF believes responsible
corporate governance, social and environmental practices may have a significant effect on the value of the company. AGF’s
Proxy Voting Guidelines (the “AGF Proxy Voting Guidelines”) generally mirror the Sustainability Guidelines, but may deviate
from the Sustainability Guidelines where AGF, at the firm level, has decided to take a different approach to the proxy
circular matters. The AGF Proxy Voting Guidelines serve as a framework but cannot contemplate all possible proposals with
which a client may be presented. In the absence of a specific guideline for a particular proposal, the portfolio manager will
evaluate the issue and cast the client’s vote in a manner that will maximize the value of the client’s investment.
Each portfolio manager will ensure securities are voted in accordance with the AGF Proxy Voting Guidelines or in
conjunction with the proxy voting policies and guidelines of the client (see Client-Directed Proxy Voting), as may be
required. In evaluating proxy proposals, AGF portfolio managers will consider information from many sources including, but
not limited to, research and recommendation provided by ISS, the investment management team, continuing engagement
with the issuer and management or shareholders of a company presenting a proposal. Where an AGF portfolio manager
deems it in the best interest of clients to deviate from the AGF Proxy Voting Guidelines, a rationale for the decision must
be provided. This rational is disclosed in AGF’s proxy voting records available here.

Client-Directed Proxy Voting
Segregated client accounts managed by AGFIA may elect to have AGFIA vote proxies at its discretion or in accordance
with the proxy voting policies and guidelines of the client. Each client is responsible for providing their policies and
procedures on a timely basis in the event AGFIA is contractually expected to comply with the client’s policy. AGFIA will, as
part of the compliance certification process of its clients, certify that it has read and understood the proxy voting policy of
the client and that ballots voted were voted in accordance with such policy where applicable. Securities Lending

Securities Lending
To allow for proxy voting for securities that have been loaned by AGF investment funds, AGF will recall all these securities
on or before the record date to ensure vote eligibility. On a monthly basis, AGF reviews all proxies for securities on loan
that have been voted and provides an explanation for instances where a vote was missed.
Where a segregated client has elected to participate in securities lending, AGF is not responsible for an inability to vote a
ballot where the client’s custodian has not caused the delivery of the ballot with sufficient time for AGF to assess and to vote.

Proxy Voting Reporting
AGF maintains annual proxy voting records for all clients it manages with voting rights to proxy ballots. Such records
may be maintained on AGF’s behalf by service providers (ISS). AGF has in place adequate control procedures to ensure
completeness and accuracy of such records. AGF uses a Share Materiality Report which is a reconciliation between our
vendor ISS and the custodian. This report will identify if there are any data breaks with the proxy ballots. For listed
equities AGFIA has voted on average on more 95% of proxies. AGFIA does not manage any Fixed Income Assets.
AGF’s proxy voting records will include the voting rationale in the following situations: (1) there was a vote against the Board;
(2) there was a vote against shareholder resolutions; (3) a vote is withheld and (4) the vote does not follow the AGF Proxy
Voting Guidelines. The Proxy Committee will review proxy voting reporting in these instances prior to dissemination. We
are also working on a process for tracking outcomes of resolutions we have voted on and will disclose these efforts in
future years reports.

For more information, visit AGF.com
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AGF’s policy, approach and guidelines are addressed in the Proxy Voting Policy available online.

